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NON-PROLIFERATION TREATY IS NOW A REALITY

The main pro&’k.n8 of the bmg.8ought ?wn-pmlifeoution
treatg (NPT) am summam”zed i% the bo% below. The
agcmizingly slow progress towavd the treaty has bee-n re.
ported in previous NEWSLETTERS. FcJlm.oixg & a oht.ww.
logical outline of developments .m?ww.ted with the NPT
f?om mid-April to ?nid.J.uCg.All the facts reported here are
fvo?n the New York Times. Almost toithoat ezceptim, the
Times’ stow co’wm”?zgeach de.velopwwnt .zppeara ix the papw
one dag aftw the dates ?mted here.

U.S. AND SOVIETS TO BEGIN BILATERAL
ARMS LIMITATION TALKS

On April 18th, Defense Secretary Clifford told a two-day
meeting of the NATO Nuclear Planning Group at the Hague
that the NPT did not inhibit nuclear consultation and co-
operation within the North Atlantic Treaty Organization
(NATO). NATO has regarded the availability of small and

(Continued on Page 2, Col. 1)

MAIN PROVISIONS OF NPT
(from tbe New York Time8; 13 June 1968)

Nations with nuclear weapons will not transfer arms
or other nuclear explosive devices to any nation that
has no such weapons and will refrain from assisting
such nations to manufacture or obtain control over
such weapons or devices.

Nations without nuclear weapons likewise will not
receive such weapons and devices, or accept assistance
to manufacture them.

The nations without nuclear weapons agree to accept
an inspection system to be worked out with tbe intern-
ational Atomic Energy Agency, a specialized body
affiliated with the United Nations, to insure compliance
with the treaty provisions.

Research, production and use of nuclear energy for
peaceful purposes, except for the development of nu-
clear explosive devices, is guaranteed ta all nations
with no nuclear weapons, with the fullest possible
exchange of scientific and technological information.

The peaceful applications of nuclear explosives will
be m’ade available through an international hdy on a
nondiscriminatory basis and at a cost excluding charges
for research and development.

The nations with nuclear weapons agree “to pursue
negotiations in good faith on effective measures re-
lating to cessation of the nuclear arms race at an
early date” and on a treaty on “general and complete
disarmament” under international control.

The treaty enters into force when the United States,
the Soviet Union and Britain and 40 states without
nuclear weapons have ratified it. It can be amended
by a majority vote of the adherents, and the treaty
can be reviewed every five years after it comes into
force. The duration of the treaty is 25 years.

Any party may withdraw from the treaty with
three months notice “if it decides that extraordinary
events, related to the subject matter of this treaty,
have jeopardized the supreme interests of its country:’

U.S. AND SOVIETS TO BEGIN BILATERAL
ARMS LIMITATION TALKS

Almost concurrently with the signing of the non-proHfera-
tion treaty (opposite column) came joint U.S. and Soviet
announcements that the two nations were ready to begin
talks on more general arms limitations, particularly limits
on offensive and defensive missile systems. Either event-
the signing of the NPT or the promise of imminent U. S.-
Soviet talks—might by itself be regarded as the most sig-
nificant arms control development since the mmtial test ban
treaty in 1963.

On June 27th, Soviet Foreign Minister Gromyko reported
to the Supreme Soviet that Ruisia was ready to open
discussions on mutual limitations on the deployment of
costly anti-ballistic missile (ABM ) systems. But Gmmyko
emphasized that any agreement could be reached only in
the context of a broad treaty limiting offensive missiles as
well. It appeared that the timing of the Soviet move was
linked to progress on the non-proliferation treaty. (New
York Times; 28 June 1968) There was also speculation that
the apparent Soviet willingness to consider ABM limitations
stemmed from recent reconsiderations of their high cost, in
relation to other Soviet economic needs, and their very
limited effectiveness against large and sophisticated missile
attacks of the type that the United States could launch.
(New York Times; 30 June 1968)

(Continued on Page 8, Col. 1)

NEWS ITEMS

A team of mental health experts has suggested that the
United States could learn a lot from the Soviet Union about
the care of the mentally ill. This rather surprising observa-
tion-contrasting with the prevalent view that mental b.ealth
is a neglected area of study in the Soviet Union-comes from
a seven-member American team who spent three weeks
touring Soviet psychiatric installations and reported their
findings to a meeting of the American Psychiatric Associa.
tion. The Americans were impressed with the attention paid
to individual patients in Russia, and they cited the virtually
life-long continuity of care, the high doctor-to-patients ratios
in mental health centers, and apparent Soviet success in get.
ting mental health patients functioning in their communities.
Dr. Stanley Yolles, a member of the American team and
Director of the National Institute of Mental Health at
Bethesda, Maryland, described the continuity of care as a
“basic operating principle of Soviet psychiatry?> It was also
pointed out by one of the Americans that “the major attrac.
tion of the Soviet system is that it has removed the economic
barrier to good psychiatric care for all its people. In many
ways, this is the most shocking failure here in America. Un.
der a predominantly fee-for-service system, only three per.
cent of our people can afford private psychiatric care.$p
(New York Times; 19 May 1968)

******
George B. Kistiakowsky, Harvard chemist and science

advisor to former President Eisenhower, has noted a “pm.
nounced estrangement” between the Defense Department
and the academic community on scientific policy matters.
Kistiakowsky attributed the estrangement to moves by the

(Continued on Page 3, Col. 1)
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NON-PROLIFERATION TREATY
(Continued from Page 1)

medium-yield nuclear weapons as insurance aginst the possi-
bility that an accidental military clash could escalate into a
major nuclear war. The apparently imminent NPT raised
doubts among some NATO partners about the degree of
nuclear cooperation that could continue. Clifford’s assurance
was reportedly received with satisfaction by the Defense
ministers and other NATO representatives present.

On April 22nd, West Germany was reportedly pressing
for a specific commitment from the U.S., separate from the
proposed NPT, that would guarantee adequa% supplies of
nuclear fuel for Bonn’s peaceful nuclear program. Other
highly industrialized countries have expressed fears during
the treaty negotiations that the NPT would limit their
SIIpPlieS “of nuclear materials and information from the
nuclear powers.

On April 23rd, it became known that the U.S. and the
Soviet Union had incorporated little-publicized sanctions
into the ,pI.oposed NPT, which sannti:ns would increase the
pressure on reluctant nations to accept=i”treiity; The siiic:
tions, not particularly emphasized by the U. S., were to the
effect that nations refusing to sign the treaty and accept
its international inspection requirements could find them-
selves cut off from assistance, including nuclear materials
for power plants and other items, that would otherwise he
supplied by the U.S. or Soviet Union. Initially, many of the
non-nuclear nations had feared that their signing the treaty
would inhibit their peaceful development of atomic energy.
But the arguments are now cutting in the opposite direction:
non-siznatory nations would he handicapped since they
depend greatly on the nuclear powers for fuel and technology.
The U.S. is apparently willing to supply nuclear fuels to
nations that do not sign the treaty, so long as they accept
international safeguards. The Soviets, however, incline to-
ward the more stringent position that a nation cannot
receive nuclear fuel and assistance unless it accepts interna-
tional controls and signs the treaty.

On April 24th, the U.S. and the Soviet Union opened
debate on the NPT in the Political Committee of the UN
General Assembly. They pledged that, if there were a
wide endorsement of the treaty, they would push forward
with negotiations to further limit the nuclear arms race.
They promised generosity toward non-nuclear signatory
states in advancing industrial and scientific nuclear tech-
nology. Delegates of more than 120 countries were asked to
endorse the treaty. Some delegates remarked on the unusual
agreement of the U.S. and Soviet Union. “The only thing
they didn’t do was hold handsfl one said. In their state-
ments, each of which ran more than 6,000 words, U.S.
Ambassador Goldberg and Soviet Ambassador Kuznetsov
attempted to answer various objections and criticisms that
had been raised by non-nuclear states. Each also took
account of the fact that neither Communist China nor
France had endorsed the treaty. Both statements were re-
markably ,f ree of propaganda.

On MaY Ist, the draft NPT was presented in the General
Assembly by a group of 20 nations, including the U. S., the
Soviet Union, Britain, and various countries from Europe
and the Middle East. The draft resolution called for the
“widest possible adherence” to the treaty, but stressed the
need for urgent negotiations on further measures to halt
the nuclear arms race. The lack of sponsors from Asia and
Latin America was attributed partly to reservations on the
part of India, Japan, Brazil, and Argentina—influential
countries in their respective continents. These countries said
the treaty imposed an unequal obligation on those indus-
trially advanced nations that have not tried ‘co develop
nuclear weapons, and does not go far enough in committing
the nuclear powers to reduce their armaments. The absence
of Af riean sponsors probably stemmed in part f mm” uncer-
tainty about the attitudes of the big nuclear powers on the
current conflicts between the UN and some white minority
regimes in Africa.

On May 14th, India announced in the UN that it would
not sign the NPT in its present form and while Red China
remained out$ide the disarmament negotiations. The Indian ,+*
statement stressed the inadequacy of the treaty in banning
the spread of nuclear weapons to new countries while
leaving the nuclear powers free to multiply their own
armament 8.

In a tough-sounding statement on MaY 20th, the. Soviet
Union warned non-nuclear countries who were reluctant to
endorse the U.S.-Soviet draft that they were “in one com-
pany with violent opponents” of the pact, and that they
would be in league with the Soviet Union’s enemies. On the
same day, President Bourgiba of Tunisia spoke on behalf of
the treaty and said that wide endorsement was necessary
to “put the two super powers on the path to real dis-
armament.”

On MaY 31st, the U.S. and Soviets bowed to pressure
from smaller countries and announced a series of changes
in their proposed draft treaty which would give stronger
guarantees to small countries that they would receive help
with peaceful nuclear applications, and promise more urgent
effort by the big powers to end the world arms race. An
additional change would reinforce the authority of ’the UN
Charter against the use of force in general.

On June 10th, the NPT was endorsed in the General
Assembly Political Committee by a 92 to 4 vote, with 22
abstentions.

On June 12th, President Johnson, in a surprise visit to
the UN, told the General Assembly that its approval of the
NPT obligated the U.S. and Soviet Union to move rapidly
on other disarmament negotiations. He said that the nuclear
treaty was “the most important international agreement in
the field of disarmament since the nuclear age began,” and he
promised quick U.S. action in signing the treaty and sub-
mitting it to the Senate for ratification. [To come into force,
the treaty needed to be signed and ratified by the U. S., the P..
Soviet Union, Britain, and 40 non-nuclear countries.1

On June 17th, the U. S., Britain, and the Soviet Union
pledged in the Security Council to provide “immediate ?.5
*iStance” to any non-nuclear country facing nuclear ag-
gression. On June 19th, with five members abstaining, the
Security Council approved the tripartite guarantee. But the
abstention by France, India, Brazil, Pakistan, and Algeria
illustrated remaining dissatisfaction and uncertainty over
the NPT.

On July Ist, the NPT was signed at separate ceremonies
in Moscow, London, and Washington with the necessary 40
signatures to bring the treaty ”into force.

But on the same day, the West German Government
indicated that it had no Immediate intention of signing the
treaty until “a whole series of problems had been resolved:’
Among the problems, a Western German spokesman indi-
cated, was “massive Soviet political pressure” on West
Germany. The Germans also suggested that problems within
the Western alliance required further examination of the
treaty by Bonn.

On July 6th, West German Chancellor Kiesinger said
that his government sought a U.S. guarantee against nu-
clear aggression before accepting the NPT.

On July 12th, the NPT won unqualified support from the
military and civilian chiefs of the U.S. Department of
Defense. General Wheeler, Chairman of the Joint Chief of
Staff, and Deputy Defense Secretary Nitze, testified side hy
side before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee. They
said that the U.S. would be giving up nothing in its na-
tional security interests but would benefit from this major
step to reduce world tensions. .Nitze assured the Committee
that the U.S. planned no special agreement with West ,-
Germany to guarantee this protection fmm nuclear in-
vasions. By that date (July 12th) some 60 nations had
signed the NPT.

(Further NPTprogve88tincludi?w, hopefullti, U.S. Senate
ratification-will be reported in the .%ptembev NEWS-
LET TER.)
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NEWS ITEMS (Continued from Page I)

f% Defense Department to displace “academic scientists from
the various science advisory councils of the Pentagon?’
During the last fwe years, he said, the place of the academic
scientists on these councils “has been very largely taken
over by professional military scientists and those in the
aerospace industry and the ‘think tanks’.”

Kistiakowsky’s complaint was contained in a letter to
Senator Fulbr&ht and made public by the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee of which Fulbright is Chairman. Ear-
lier this year it was disclosed that Kistiakowsky had with-
drawn as a science advisor to the Defense Department in
protest against Administration policies in Vietnam. But
Kistiakowsky% letter to Fulbright contained no indication
that the Harvard professor was expressing concern about
a trend directly related to the war. Implicit in his letter
was a concern that the Defense Department was cutting
itself off from the independent advice of university scien-
tists, who moved into a position of influence in science policy
gronps during tbe Eisenhower Administration, and was now
relying more on the advice of scientists within the Penta-
gon complex. (New York Y’hws; 21 May 1968)

******

The Institute for Defense Analyses has changed its struc-
ture to deflect the protests against its links with twelve
major universities. The trustees of the non-profit, gover-
nment-sponsored research institute, located in Arlington, Va.
near the Pentagon, announced that membership in the orga-
nization, which previously consisted of the universities, would
henceforth be composed only of individuals from academic
and public life. The organizational change was made because
a number of the twelve universities have been under attack,
mostly by student groups, because of IDA’s secret defense
contracts. The Institute’s trustees apparently hope that by
breaking direct links with the universities and by broaden-
ing their membership, they will be able to protect the uni-
versities from criticism while still maintaining academic ties.

Some of the twelve universities have been thinking of
dropping their membership in the Institute anyway. The
most highly publicized attack came from students at Colum-
bia University where recent demonstrations were aimed, in
part, to end Columbia’s ties with the Institute. The Univer-
sity of Chicago subsequently announced that it planned to
sever its connection with the Institute, and faculty members
at Princeton a“d other universities were also reported to be
concerned. The organizational change should take place in
the next sixty to ninety days. (New York Times; 5 Jmm
1966)
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The AEC is studying the potential of nmlear powered
“energy centers” in the Middle East, through its Oak Ridge
National Laboratory. The study is to explore the technical
and economic feasibility of nuclear-power desalting plants to
provide fresh water and electricity in agro-industrial pro-
duction complexes for arid regions of the Middle East. The
study is, in part, a response to Senate Resolution 155 adopted
last year, calling on the Administration to consider nuclear de.
salting plants as one means of supporting a stable and
durable peace in the Middle East. (AEC News Retease; 11
June 1966)

*.****

A WALL STREET JOURNAL article discusses the possi-
bility that criminals and terrorists could make atomic bombs.
Dr. Theodore Taylor, a nuclear physicist who headed the
Defense Department’s atomic bomb design and testing pro.
gram for seven years, says “I’ve been worried abont how
easy it is to build bombs ever since I built my first one.”
He says the once-secret information needed to build nuclear
bombs became available in unclassified literature several
years ago, and note?. particularly f..?t the World Book ency-
clopedia explains clearly enough how a bomb works.

Even given the necessary and probably available knowl-
edge, howe~er, an atomic bomb could not be built without
the right materials. But these materials are turning out to
be available in more and more places, and opportunities for
stealing them may be multiplying. It is reported that it
takes only thirteen pounds of plutonium to make an atomic
bomb as powerful as that dropped on Nagasaki by the U.S.
at the end of World War IL Plutonium is shipped to re-
processing plants and transported in various ways, iml”ding
trucks traveling through rural areas, and experts say that
shipments will be so numerous that it will be extremely dif-
ficult to guard all of them adequately. Pl”tonimn is “easily
accessible to diversion” during reprocessing, according to
Representative Chet Holifield, Vice Chairman of the Joint
Congressional Committee on Atomic Energy. A nine-member
panel formed by the AEC to advise on problems of safe-
guarding potential bomb ingredients recently predicted in a
little-noticed report that a nuclear black market is likely
to develop. AEC Chairman Seaborg concedes “it is possible>>
that a black market could develop.

There have apparently been a couple of cases, one in Lon-
don and one in Pennsylvania, where significant quantities
of nuclear materials have been diverted. In the London case,
workers stole 20 fuel element rods containing enriched uran-
ium and dropped them over a fence surrounding a reactor
site; but the plot was broken up before the man scheduled
to pick up the rods was able to reach them. In the Pmnsyl.
vania case, more than 100 kilograms of enriched um,nimn
were lost, and the loss was not discovered until the company
involved completed a series of contracts with the AEC and
had to make a final tallying of the material it had been
sent for processing. The loss totaled about 6$4 of the amount
of uranium that the company had handled over a six-year
period. There was initial concern that the material had been
diverted illegally. But after a long hunt, a fraction of the
material was found and the AEC assmned that the rest was
lost in normal processing—blown out in vents, tracked out
on shoes, or buried with various debris.

“The AEC and Congress are reported to be preparing legis-
lation that would require greater semrity for the growing
supplies of nuclear materials. But 8.s one official observed
,’Even Brinks trucks are held up.,, One useful technical
possibility might be the development of a chemical that could
be applied to all nuclear material and would render it nwless
until it was extracted; the chemical and how to extract it
would he closely guarded secrets. The AEC Advisory Panel
is also reported to be recommending “severe criminal pen-
alties” for persons who traffic illegally in nuclear matei-ials.
Under current federal law, the sale of nuclear materials
“with intent to injure the U.S. or gain adwntage for a for-
eign power” is covered by espionage laws. But if a person
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sells the material, intending only to make money and with
no malice toward his country, he is subject to only five years
in jail and a fine of $10,000. (Wall Stveet Journal; 13 June
1968)

******

The rapid evolution of compnters and their increasingly
pervasive influence on the lives of individual and the national
welfare has led the National Academy of Sciences to set UP
a Computer Science and Engineering Board. The new Board
is made up of academic and industrial experts in computer
and information science. Generally the Board will “assess
the implications of the enormous and somewhat heterogeneous
growth of information processing technology as it affects
the public and private sectors of our nation. It will be ex-
pected to take a broad view of this subject and of its applica-
tion to research and education in various branches of science
and engineering, as well as to the workaday needs of gov-
ernment, commerce, industry, and education?> The chair-
man of the ‘twelve-member board, Anthony G. Oettinger of
Harvard University, observed that “during the past several
years a number of competent studies have raised fundamental
questions regarding the general magnitude, composition, rate
of growth, and use of information store that is the founds.
tion for decisions in our societ~. “ He noted that the use of
computers is expanding so rapidly that even short-range
estimates of their economic and social impact are unreliable.
The Board will tryto establish priorities of need for orderly
development in the field. (National Academy of Scie?me News
Release; 15 June 1968)

● ☛☛☛☛☛

The development of France’s nuclear armed force may be
delayed a year or two because of the economic consequences
of the recent strikes in France. This annonnmment was
made, among others, by Foreign Minister Michel Debr6 in
discussing the seriousness of France% financial position re-
sulting from her internal dhiieulties. France’s current stra-
tegic n@eaI. programs now center around “second genera-
tion” weapons, namely 27 medium-range nuclear-tipped stra.
tegic missiles. These missiles were to replace the first gen-
eration force of 60 supersonic Mirage fighter bombers, carry-
ing 50 kiloton weapons. The target date for the completion
of the missile program has been 1970; but this may now
slip to 1971 or 1972. Similarly, the date for the launching of
the first of several nuclear submarines for the ‘{third gen-
eration” force might now come later than the scheduled date
of 1970. (New York !f%7W ; 15 June 196S)

******

Britain will be unable to contribute to what would have
been the world’s highest energy particle accelerator, to be
built at CERN in Geneva. The planned CERN machine would
have surpassed in energy both the 76 GEV Soviet machine
now ope~ating at Serpukhov in Russia and the 200 GEV
accelerator now under construction at Weston, Illinois.

Britain’s move, prompted by finamial difficulties, was a
serious blow to Westerm Europe% ambition to keep pace with
the U.S. and the Soviet Union in high energy nuclear physics.
The planned CERN machine would have cost in the neigh-
bo~hood of $4OOmillion. Britain, France, and West Germany
would have all made approximately equal contributions to
the CERN machine and, although it is not yet clear whether
West Germany and France and the other European countries
involved will try to go ahead, it seems likely that the definite
British withdrawal has effectively stopped progress on the
CERN machine for the present. (New York Times; 21 June
1966)

******

In an unusual move, the beads of 42 of the nation% Ieadi”g
unimrsities ham issued a joint appeal to the Federal Gov.
emment to assume a greatir share of their financial burden.

The new appeal is unique for several reasons: public and
private institutions joined together in an appeal for alh
universities whose major concern has traditionally been grad- ~
uate scholarship stressed that they wanted federal aid for
all levels of higher education, from junior colleges on UP;
all agreed that while present federal support for such
specific purposes as research, construction, and student aid are
essential and must be increased, there is now a desperate
need for a general subsidy for current operations on a regu-
lar and continuing basis; and, since such general aid, never
provided before, will require some formula based on a com-
bination of an institution’s enrollment and quality of edu.
cation, the academic leaders conceded that some wtional
yardsticks will probably have to be accepted. The appeal
was apparently also unusual in taking cognizance of politi-
cal realities and there was little doubt that its timing was
aimed at the political conventions in the hopes that a new
higher education bill, already urged by President Johnson,
will be part of the next President’s program. Harvard
President Nathan M. Pusey remarked that “we wouldn’t be
unhappy if some of this document showed up in the party
platforms?’

Many striking statistics support the appeal and underlie
the need for federal aid to higher education: Higher ednca-
tion enrollment is up from 2.6 million in 1955 to 7 million
now. Operating expenditures have grown from 3.4 billion
to 15 billion in the past decade. Graduate education, normal-
ly an expensive business for a university, is becoming a
mass education sector; graduate enrollments having grown
from about 300,000 in 1960 to about 700,000 now, with the
million mark expected around 1975. The cost of educating a
graduate student may be as much as six times that of an
undergraduate.

Another reason for the crisis is that, at the moment while
the war in Vietnam has already led to a serious retrenc-
hment in federal funds, the universities are being asked to -
expand into areas such as computer science, molecular biology
and oceanography, and simultaneously respond to the chall-
enge of urban crisis and environmental pollution. (Fred M.
Hechinger in the New York Times; 30 June 1968)

******

Newly announced Ford Foundation grants, totaling $3,964,.
550, will be used to advance the science of ecology. Ecology
deals with the interrelations of living things with their com-
mon environment and with one another. It has had a re-
spected place in science even though there are relatively few
highly trained ecologists. The Ford grants apparently reflect
a belief that advances in ecology can help rescwa mankind
from the comeqwmces of exploiting ourrmtuml environment
without regard for the creatures which inhabit it.

The Ford grants go to seven universities, with Yale re-
ceiving the largest grant of $900,000. The other universities
are Johns Hopkins, the University of Washington, the Uni-
versity of British Columbia,, Missouri Botanical Gardens
af+diated with Washington University, the Davis campus
of the University of California, and Colorado State Univer-
sity. The University of California will use its $174,000 grant
to forecast from mathematical models using a computer,
consequences of that State% rapid population growth, urban
transportation, pollution, public health and welfare, natural
resources, and the law.

Gordon Harrison, in charge of the Ford Foundationas nat-
ural resources and environment program, noted that “The
precipitous increase inhwnan populatio” has begun all over
the world to put unprecedented demands on natural resources
to feed and clothe multiplying generations, to absorb wastes
of industrial and life processes, and provide living environ-
ments conducive tohuman well-being.,> He observed that the ~,
technological remedies that governments are applying, even
though they work for a time, can well ham “consequences
in the Iongerrun that precipitate other crises:r unless ecology
and related sciences prodme long-term solutions. (Nw York
TJt@; 30 June 1968)

******
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The French are beginning anew series of nuclear tests in
the Pacific, probably including France’s first hydmgenbomb
explosion. The French have warned all ships to keep away,
nntil further notice, from a danger zone centered on the
Mururoa Atoll, about 750 miles southeast of Tahiti, beginning
in early July. The tests are expected to continue into early
fall.

France considers herself free to continue atmospheric nu-
clear testing, not having signed the partial test ban treaty
outlawing all but underground nuclear blasts. France has
also left vacant her seat in the Geneva Disarmament Confer-
ence, contending that anything short of a total ban on atomic
bombs, as well as the means for their deliverY, was a wasted
effort. The French have also refused to sign the treaty to
prevent the spread of nuclear weapons (NPT), although
they have let it be known that they were, in fact, opposed
to tbe proliferation of nuclear weapons. The French have
persistently made it clear that their goal is to join the ex-
clusive club of the thermonuclear powers-the U.S., the
Soviet Union, Britain, and Communist China. (New York
!f%m; 4 July 1968)

******

A network of survey stations is being set up to see if the
Denver area “shrinks” when water is pumped out of a deep
disposal well that has been linked to intensified earthquake
activity in the area. [See earlier NEWSLETTERS.] The
project is intended to provide a better understanding of a
succession of earthquakes attributed to the injection of 160
million gallons of contaminated water deep into the earth
through the well. Most of the quakes have been too small
to be felt by Denver residents, but a few have reportedly
caused moderate damage.

The well, onthe Denver outskirts, wasused by the Army’s
Rocky Mountain Arsenal to dispose of water contaminated
with chemical warfare agents. Although injection of the
water was halted in 1966, the quakes have continued. Be-
cause tbey seem to be increasing in severity, seismologists at
the National Center for Earthquake Research in Menlo Park,
California have warned that a major quake might occur this
year. “This lecl to proposals that water be pumped from the
well to relieve the pressure. When pumping starts this fall
instruments will keep close watch for intensified tremors.
The network of survey stations will use lasers to precisely
gauge distances between stations. (New York Times; 4JulY
1968)

* *****

U.S. physicists may be able to work with the Soviets in
using the world’s most powerful accelerator, the 76 GEV
machine at Serpukhov, about 40 miles south of Moscow.
But to take advantage of this machine, the United States
may have to pay a substantial “price of admission,” in terms
of equipment and cost of operation. Once it goes into full-
time opuration, probably some time this year, the SoYiet
machine is expected to dominate high energy physics research
until the 200 GEV machine in Weston, Illinois is completed
in about 1972.

A report (see the 5 July 1968 issue of .%ie?tce) prepared
by the High Energy Physics Advisory Panel of the Atomic
Energy Commission assesses the status of American high
energy physics in the light of recent budget cuts. Itechoes
gloomy predictions by individual physicists, and suggests
that if present trends in cutting back on funds for research
in high energy physics continue, this “will have grave con-
sequences for science and education in our country.” The
report suggests that tbe United States may find itself in the
position it occupied before the 1930’s, “when most of the
major discoveries in fundamental science were made in
Europe.” Tbe report calls attention to the increasing col-
laboration between the Soviet Union and West Europeans
and recommends that U.S. budget planning be flexible enough
to provide limited funds for American participation in the

Soviet effort. It notes that Soviet accelerator construction,
formerly somewhat handicapped by poor liaison between
physicists who designed the equipment and the plants where
it was made, seems to be improving, and that the Serpukhov
accelerator seems “well designed!’

The French are providing a large ‘<bubble chambed to go
with the Serpukhov accelerator. CERN, the European center
for nuclear research at Geneva, is preparing equipment to
extract the proton beam from its circular racetrack and aim
it into the target area, and a team of Soviet physicists is in
residence at Geneva to help the effort along. CERN reports
that the Russians and Europeans have agreed to use the
same size film in recording their bubble chamber experi-
ments.

The AEC High Energy Physics Advisory Panel, undertbe
chairmanship of Victor S. Weisskopf of MIT, made the fol.
lowing recommendations: Tbe budget for research in high
energy physics must be increased to reverse a decline in the
American effort. Plans should be approved to build a giant
bubble chamber at the Brookbaven National Laboratory on
Long Island and an electron-positron storage ring at the
Stanford Linear Accelerator in California. The Weston ac-
celerator should continue to receive the “highest priority?’
In recommending provision for joint research with the Rm-
sians at Serpukhov, the AEC Physics Panel report noted
that “the value of such experiments in providing a new di-
mension in international collaboration could transcend even
their great scientific merit?’ (Walter Sullivan in the New
York Tim@s; 7 July 196S)

******

The U.S. and Rumania have agreed to broaden their con-
tacts inecience and technology. American officials are espe-
cially pleased with the accord in view of Eastern Europe’s
hostility toward tbe U.S. because of the Vietnamese War.
A Rumanian spokesman said that the agreement should be
viewed as “one aspect of Rumania’s general policy of trying
to relax the international situation.” A joint communique
envisages high-level contacts, exchanges of scientists for
scholarly andpractical work, and possible collaboration in the
field of atomic energy. Rumania plans to build her first
nuclear power plant by 1973. She has asked tbe United
States for technical and financial aid for the construction of
this plant. The Soviet Union has also been asked for help.

A Rumanian spokesman noted that the recent treaty to
ban the spread of nuclear weapons has committed the nuclear
powers to helping non-nuclear states to derive benefits from
peaceful uses of atomic energy. “Rumania would like to b-a
among the first to make use of this clause,” the Rumanian
spokesman said. Among specific agreements reached in
Washington with the Rumanians were the introduction of
science attachis on embassy staffs and exchange visits of
specialists in civil transportation and coal research. The
U.S.-Rumanian communique also called oncommereial enter-
prises in each country to promote contacts in industrial
research. (New York Times; 9 July 196S)

******

Vice Admiral Hyman G. Rickover has apparently scored
a Partial victory in his campaign for more nuclear sub.
marines. Secretary of Defense Clifford announced that the
Navy would proceed to build a“superh ighspeed’’s ubmarine,
and that a so-called “quiet” submarine, driven by electric
power, was still under consideration.

Congressional Armed Services Committees have tradition-
ally backed the controversial Admiral Rickover in urging
development of both types of submarines. Clifford, without
naming Rickover, indicated that he thought the Admiral
should concentrate on building submarines instead of “engag-
ing in personal criticism.” Rickover has criticized the De-
fense Department for its “endless studies” which bold up
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U.S.-SOVIET TALKS (Continued fmrn Pa,gel)

On July lst, President Johnson announced that the U.S.
and the Soviets had agreed to the bilateral talks “in the
nearest future.” U.S. officials were reported ready to go
to Moscow within a week if that seemed the most convenient
place for the talks. Bilateral talks of tbe kind now planned
had originally been suggested by Johnson in 1967. But, after
some initially favorable Soviet reaction, the issue has re-
mained deadlocked for the last 17 months.

Soviet Premier Kosygin, speaking at the Moscow NPT
signing ceremony, disclosed that the Soviets had addressed
a memorandum to all countries proposing a nine-point dis-
armament and arms control program. The nine points in-
clude: a ban on the use of nuclear weapons; measures for
stopping the manufacture of nuclear weapons and reducing
stockpiles; limiting and reducing means for delivering
strategic weapons; geographical limits on planes and sub-
marines carrying nuclear weapons and missiles; a complete
nuclear test ban; a ban on the use of chemical and bac-
teriological weapons; liquidation of foreign military bases;
regional disarmament measures; and peaceful uses of the
ocean floor. Kosygin expressed the hope that theSoviet
memorandum would be considered by the. EigIiteen Nation
Disarmament Conference (ENDC) in Geneva. (Now York
~i7WS; 2 July 1968)

U.S. arms control experts studied the nine-point Soviet
package to discern hints of significantly changed Soviet
attitudes, as they simultaneously considered possible agree-
ments on tbe narrower questions involved in tbe U.S.-Soviet
missile talks (New York Times; 3 July 1968)

OnJuly 8th, Soviet Communist party chief Brezhnev gave
full, if unspecific, endorsement to disarmament and arms
control efforts. Brezhnev’s remarks followed speculation in
the West that there had been some division among the
Soviet leadership on emphases and tactics in the arms
control area. (New York Times; 9 July 1968)

(The ,%ptembw NEWSLETTER will supplement a~d
bring up to date the potentially important and encouraging
dtwelopments reported in this brief account. The tests of
Johnson’. statement on ths bilateral missile talks, and of
Kosygin’s remarks and nine-poi?tt. avms .nwrno am contained
in the Julv 2nd issue of the New York Times.)
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NEWS ITEMS (Continuedfrom page 5)

submarine development, particularly singling out for criticism ~,
John S. Foster, Jr., the Defense Department’s Director of
Research and Engineering, and Alan C. Enthoven, Director of
Systems Analysis. No cost estimates for the submarines
have been disclosed, but Congressional testimony indicated
the cost for the high-speed vessel might be about $185 mil-
lion. (Edwin L. Dale in the New Yo~k Times; 12 July 1968)

******

Harvard and MIT will link their two campuses in Cam-
bridge, Mass. by computers and closed circuit television. For
this purpose, the two institutions have formed a non-profit
corporation called The University Information Technology
Corporation.

A number of projects will be studied: development of
closed circuit TV over which lectures, seminars, and special
events at either Harvard or MIT could be seen in classrooms
or residence halls; sharing of computer facilities so that
researchers and $udents on.either campus could. call. in their
problems and questions to a central machine; transfer of
information between libraries of the two institutions through
the use of computers and television; research and experi-
ments in teaching through tbe use of computers, film,, and
television.

Harvard and MIT, whose campuses are about a mile apart,
have entered into similar cooperative ventures to operate
the Cambridge Electron Accelerator and the Joint Center
for Urban Studies. (New York Times; 13 July 1968)

******

The members of the American Physical Society have voted
NOT to amend their constitution to permit the involvement
of the Society in social and political issues. More than half n
the APS’ 24,000 members voted on the amendment; 3,553
favored the amendment and 9,214 opposed it. A two-thirds
majority was needed for adoption.

The APS debate, noted in previous NEWSLETTERS, drew
strong opinions from some of the nation’s leading scientists.
It delved into the social responsibility of those who had
given society its most devastating weapons versus the value
of keeping the Physical Society “pure?’ Ballots were mailed
to members of the Society in May, and the results were re-
ported in tbe July issue of Phvsics Today. (Walter Sullivan
in the New York Timeg; 14 July 1968)
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